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‘Value Management’ Textbook
YOUR PERSONAL COPY

‘Value Management’ digital book
https://tinyurl.com/ValueMgtBook
Free, Shareware. (until published)

Oslofjord ->

(share with a curious generous
friend)
The VM book is the detailed basis
for the sequence and content of
these slides. Almost a mirror image
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Free to generous people,
share knowledge!
Others can pay £ 1,000 :)

In a sound bite
Va l u e D e l i v e r y
Depends on
Good*
Management
* Good = Defined in this course and book. IMHO :)
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‘Good Management’
A 1-liner

Management can
A Value delivery
i m p r o v e v a l u e d e l i v e r y Estimate
by quantifying all
stakeholder values

Values

as well as they quantify
‘money’ and ‘time’.

Costs

Good Management = partly this key idea. Quantify Values
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5 Main Ideas
1.Stakeholders determine critical values
2.All critical values can be expressed as
quantitatively as you do time or money
3.All strategies for delivering values can be
estimated and measured for value and cost
impacts.
5. Contracting can be based on real
incremental delivery of useful value
improvements
7. Motivation and responsibility can be
value driven
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Value Management Principles
CRITICAL VALUES:
If you analyze your stakeholders well enough,
you will discover values critical to your success or failure
QUANTIFY VALUES:
You can pin down all critical values clearly,
by quantifying them.
ESTIMATE AND MEASURE STRATEGY* VALUES:
You can analyze, understand and make good decisions on strategies,
if you estimate and measure their values and costs.
EVOLVE EARLY FREQUENTLY:
You can incrementally deliver big successful improvements in values, in very early small increments,
so that failure is impossible, and impressive results are inevitable.
FOCUS ON VALUES:
Extreme focus on values
will result in values:
do not get distracted.
6. VALUE-DRIVEN ORGANIZATIONS WIN:
If your organization does not seriously care about delivering real values,
then consider switching to one that will survive.

* Strategy = tactic, solution, design,
architecture,
means
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Stakeholders

Learn

Measure

Identify Critical
Stakeholders

Values

Who and what cares about the
outcome of our project?
NOT just users and customers

Deliver

Solutions

Develop
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Stakeholders

Learn

Measure

Values

Specify Critical
Value Requirements
Find & specify quantitatively
Stakeholder Values, Product Qualities
& Resource improvements.

Deliver

Solutions

Develop

Decompose
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Stakeholders

Learn

Measure

Solutions prioritized
By Values/Costs ratio
Left to right

Values

Designs for Value
Find, Evaluate & Prioritize Solutions
to satisfy Requirements.

Deliver

Solutions

Develop

Decompose
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Stakeholders

Learn

Measure

Decompose
into small Evo Steps

Values

Sub-Value
Decomposition

Decompose the winning Solutions
down into smaller entities,
then package them so they deliver
maximum Value.

Deliver

Solutions

Develop

Decompose
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Value Decomposition

Stakeholders

Learn

Measure

Values

Develop
Develop the packages that
deliver the Value.
Deliver

Solutions

Develop

Decompose
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Stakeholders

Learn

Measure

Values

Deliver
Deliver to Stakeholders
improved Value.
(not always a thing or code)
Deliver

Solutions

Develop

Decompose
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Stakeholders

Learn

Measure

Measure Value
Improvement

Values

Measure how much the
Values changed.
Deliver

Solutions

Develop

Decompose
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Stakeholders

Learn

Measure

Learn & Improve
Designs

Values

Deming PDSA

Learning is defined as a
change in behavior.
Deliver

Solutions

Develop

Decompose
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1.
Managing
Value Requirements
Security:
Scale: % probability of detecting a hacker within 5
seconds.
Status: 10% last year.

(Benchmark level)

Tolerable: 80% by End this year.
(Constraint Level)
CE Ch. 5 Scales
gilb.com/DL26

Wish: 98% by End Next Year.
19
(Target Level)

Value Requirements: the foundation

(previous value Requirements course),
not a prerequisite,
but quite useful) of the design problem articulation.

Wednesday 22nd April
2020
Video URL=
https://lnkd.in/dNEDuc6

Slide Location: =
http://concepts.gilb.com/
dl970
20

https://www.dropbox.com/s/hxg1rx9rzesw2id/
Value%20RequirementsPDF%20BEST%20%2070MBQ%20011019%202245%202.pdf
?dl=0

Free download During Corona
Normal Price £ 1,000 from 1st April 2020
Value: > £1 million/project. :) avg.

Value Requirements
and Resource Constraints
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In our planning language, Planguage,
these 3 levels might be expressed like this.
Security is the reference tag for the entire
specification.
Scale is a parameter in Planguage for defining a
value variable, such as Security, so that the various
levels of Security can be expressed numerically.

Status gives us the moving current change of

Security:
Scale: % probability of detecting a hacker
within 5 seconds.
Status: 10% last year.

status in the level. Step by step feedback.
Tolerable gives us the bare minimum level
which is acceptable. Worst acceptable case.
Wish is the stakeholder-desired, or
stakeholder-needed, level of Security, on that
Scale.

(Benchmark level)

Tolerable: 80% by End this year.
(Constraint Level)
Wish: 98% by End Next Year.
(Target Level)

Wish = The ‘Success level.
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Scale [Parameters]: A specification technique for
decomposing complex requirements

Conceptual view
Of Scale Parameters

[Scale Parameters] might seem ‘complicated’
at first sight.
But it is in fact a way of simplifying very
complex problems,
by allowing us to carefully extract,

Vehicle Safety:

something simple

Scale: Star Rating number for [Person Type] and [Car Specs] for
[Safety Equipment] with [Alternative Model Validity] for a

that we can work on, and

[Publication Date] by a [Rating Agency].

deliver some value improvements early,

Wish: 5 Stars, by Next Year,

for critical subsets. (Hint: ‘Agile as it should be’)

Person Type = All,
Car Specs= {Tesla 3, RWD, 4 Door, 2019},
Safety Equipment= {Front Airbag, Belt Pretensioner, Belt Load Limiter,
Knee Airbag, Side Head Airbag, ...},

Early partial value delivery is also about

Alternative Model Validity=Dual Motor AWD Model 3,

‘learning about complex realities’,

Publication Date =2019,
Rating Agency= All.

…. before we commit to ‘scaling up’.
23

Detailed
‘Value Requirement’
specification
(1-line/statement
view)
Benchmarks
Requirements

levels
3 types
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“Air Quality’
Source BCS Exercise
Sept 2017,
‘London Congestion for
Air Quality’.

‘Predictability of Time To Market’: (Example from real case)
• TTMP: Predictability of Time To Market:
– Ambition: From Ideas created to customers can use it. Our ability to
meet agreed specified customer and self-determined targets.

– Scale: % overrun of actual Project Time
compared
to
planned
Project
Time
Project Time: Defined: time from the date of Toll-Gate 0 passed, or other
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Defined Start Event,
to, the Planned- or Actually- delivered Date of All [Specified Requirements], and
any set of agreed requirements.
– Specified Requirements: Defined: written approved Quality requirements for
products with respect to Planned levels and qualifiers [when, where,
conditions].
And, other requirements such as function, constraints and costs.
Meter: Productivity Project or Process Owner will collect data from all projects, or
make estimates and put them in the Productivity Database for reporting this
number.
Past [1994, A-package] < 50% to 100%> <- Palli K. guess.
[1994, B-package] 80% ?? <- Urban Fagerstedt and Palli K. guess
Record [IBM Federal Systems Division, 1976-80] 0%
<- RDM 9.0 quoting Harlan Mills in IBM SJ 4-80
“all projects on time and under budget”
[Raytheon Defense Electronics, 1992-5] 0% <- RDE SEI Report 1995
Predictability.
Fail [All future projects, from 1999] 5% or less <- discussion level TG
Goal [All future projects, from 1999] 0% or less <- discussion level TG

This detail is referenced in slide 54
‘Ericsson Case’

From Ericsson case study on engineering productivity in the Value Requirement slides
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The Evo Process., the One Page Summary

Project
Completion

Stakeholder Value Requirements
Clarify your environment: critical-stakeholders’ territory
1.Identify your critical stakeholders: the ones that can make or break your
project
2.Identify their critical values
3.Quantify and clarify your critical values: what degree of values do you expect
the design to deliver to stakeholders
4.Identify design constraints: legality, political, cultural, policy, other plans
5.Identify design resource-limitations: time, money, operational costs for
example.

Measure

6.The Project Startup Week: an architecture overview
7.Identification and prioritization of top-level architecture
8.Decomposition of top-level architecture into design components.

9.The Evo Value delivery steps (about a week, or 2% of total project budget)
1.Select your highest priority value, and the most-critical scale-parameter
attributes.
2.Find a design component which will deliver the most value-for-resources to
your priority requirement.
3.Ready the design component for delivery: integration to the existing
system.
4.Deliver the design component to the real system
5.Measure the results (values and costs) of the design increment
6.If results are negative, attempt design improvement, and redeliver.
7.If results ok then repeat this value delivery cycle, scale up, until ‘done’.

Value Delivery
Deliver

Top Level Design
Develop

Solutions

Decompose
Gilb Value Cycle
Copyright 2020 kai@Gilb.com

Project Completion: All Value is delivered
10.When all value requirements are reached, or when critical resources are
used up. Stop.

Value
Requirements Values

Evolutionary
Value
Optimisation

Top-Level Design: Architecture Level

Value Delivery Cycle (Designs deliver the value !)

Stakeholders

Learn

A Systems Engineering Agile Process
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End of requirements re-cap, from specialist Value Requirements
course (3 Hours BCS Video)
https://www.gilb.com/valuefirst-requirements-online-course
Requirement Online Kai Gilb 2020
The following slides
Introduce management ideas from the Value Management book
Related to Requirements and Value Objectives
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The 8 year, 100 person, failed project,
CEO Requirements-driven
‘Rock Solid Robustness’ the CEO dictated
Decomposition
Of
Rock-Solid
Robustness

The CEO was not ‘managing’
The critical Values.
Not defined
Not Incremented

FIGURE 1 (Robustness) In the case above, the
key to decoding what the CEO wanted for
Robustness, was to decompose it into 7, fairlyconventional engineering understandings of
it. Then to quantify each one of them. See
next 3 slides for detail of some.
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Hot Tip
(Cartesian Analysis)
Decomposition is often a good
First step towards clarification
And then quantification

Software Downtime:
What the CEO and CIO failed to do for 8 years

Type: Software Quality Requirement. Version: 25 October 2007.
Part of: Rock Solid Robustness.
Ambition: to have minimal downtime due to software failures <- HFA 6.1
Issue: does this not imply that there is a system wide downtime requirement?

Scale: <mean time between forced restarts for
defined [Activity], for a defined [Intensity].>
Fail [Any Release or Evo Step, Activity = Recompute, Intensity = Peak Level] 14
days <- HFA 6.1.1
Goal [By 2008?, Activity = Data Acquisition, Intensity = Lowest level] : 300 days ??
Stretch: 600 days.
© Tom@Gilb.com www.Gilb.com
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Restore Speed:
Type: Software Quality Requirement. Version: 25 October 2007.
Part of: Rock Solid Robustness
Ambition: Should an error occur (or the user otherwise desire to do
so), the system shall be able to restore the system to a
previously saved state in less than 10 minutes. <-6.1.2 HFA.

Scale: Duration from Initiation of Restore
to Complete and verified state of a
defined [Previous: Default =
Immediately Previous]] saved state.
Initiation: defined as {Operator Initiation, System Initiation, ?}.
Default = Any.

Goal [ Initial and all subsequent released
and Evo steps] 1 minute?
Fail [ Initial and all subsequent released
and Evo steps] 10 minutes. <- 6.1.2 HFA
Catastrophe: 100 minutes.

What the CEO and CIO failed to do for 8 years

© Tom@Gilb.com www.Gilb.com
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Testability:
Type: Software Quality Requirement.
Part of: Rock Solid Robustness
Initial Version: 20 Oct 2006
Version: 25 October 2007.
Status: Demo draft,
Stakeholder: {Operator, Tester}.
Ambition: Rapid-duration automatic testing of
<critical complex tests>, with extreme operator setup and
initiation.
Scale: the duration of a defined [Volume] of testing, or a

defined [Type], by a defined [Skill Level] of system
operator, under defined [Operating Conditions].

Goal [All Customer Use, Volume = 1,000,000 data items, Type = WireXXXX Vs DXX, Skill = First
Time Novice, Operating Conditions = Field, {Sea Or Desert}. <10 mins.
Design Hypothesis: Tool Simulators, Reverse Cracking Tool, Generation of simulated telemetry
frames entirely in software, Application specific sophistication, for drilling – recorded mode
simulation by playing back the dump file, Application test harness console <-6.2.1 HFA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_testability
© Tom@Gilb.com www.Gilb.com

What the CEO and CIO failed to do for 8 years
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More ,
effective ways, of managing
value requirements

Stakeholder
Management
(Not ‘User,’ and/or
‘Customer’ alone)
32

A Security
Value
Objective
Spec
example

33

Value Requirements
Principles
(warning signals)
1. If you focus on ‘users and technology’,
instead of stakeholders, values, and
what is critical: you will probably fail
2. If you quantify values, and make all
related conditions clear, you have the
basics for value-delivery success;
otherwise failure is pretty well
guaranteed.
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Value Requirements

Policies
( leadership declarations )
1.We will discover and track

Action options
For managers
Tomorrow

all critical stakeholders,
in order to discover the
critical values and
constraints of our project.
2.We will quantify and
clarify all critical values,

Security:
Scale: % probability of detecting a hacker within 5
seconds.
Status: 10% last year.
(Benchmark level)
Tolerable: 80% by End this year.
(Constraint Level)

so they cannot be
misunderstood, and will be
delivered as specified.

Wish: 98% by End Next Year.
(Target Level)
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Value Requirements
Checklists
( analytical warnings )
1. Are your people only talking ‘users’ and
‘customers’, or do they have an ‘all critical
stakeholders’ culture?
2. Are the requirements, objectives, and ‘expected
benefits’ of the project specified in fuzzy words? Can
they be rewritten clearly and quantitatively instead?
3. When you seem to have diﬃculty quantifying a
value (like ‘Security’), try searching the internet with
a keyword like ‘Security metrics’.
It is amazing how many people have solved
this quantification problem for you already.
For free for you.
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End of Part 1:
Requirements/Objectives?
Goals/Targets
37

Part 2.
Managing Value Design
Figure out exactly which
means/strategies/
architecture/solutions
will deliver
the multiple values you want
within your resources and
constraints
This is an example of this type of process. TG
https://www.slideshare.net/KarenMartinGroup/value-stream-mapping-in-office-ser vice-setttings/31-Value_Stream_Mapping_ProcessProducts_good
38

3 Hour ‘Value Design’ Course Content
Previous course,
not Value Management (This one)
Main subjects:
Value Requirements: the foundation (previous value objectives course, not a
prerequisite, but quite useful) of the design problem articulation.
What is Design?
1. Basics for Valid Design
2. How not to evaluate a design
3. Simple ways to evaluate and compare designs
4. More powerful ways to evaluate design options
5. Starting a larger project, first design week.
6. Decomposing designs, some more ideas
7. Risk management for value design
8. Design Prioritisation.
9. Dynamic Design to Requirements
10. Organising the value design process
The star of this show is the Value Decision table aka Impact Estimation Tables) which
allows us to see any set or level designs, with their estimated or real eﬀects on our
critical objectives and costs. A unique general tool for all designers. Complex systems
at a glance, on a page or screen.

39

Documentation: the course is based on our recent digital textbook
“Value Design:
How to get the Qualities you need to win and succeed,
using advanced design thinking.”
Book Price normally = £1,000 (as of April 1 2020)
Digital copy free to course participants.
Book Knowledge Value > £1,000,000,000

https://tinyurl.com/FreeValueDesign

The ‘Design Theory’ Icon
A Design Impact

This course in a graphical ‘nutshell’

Function
A Value
Requirement
<- The design area ->
Yes I have designed a graphical icon language for design: ‘Plicons’ gilb.com/DL37
40

“A General Theory of Design: ‘Planguage’ “

http://concepts.gilb.com/dl956
Get a free e-copy of ‘Competitive Engineering’ book.
https://www.gilb.com/p/competitive-engineering

(The ‘Planguage’ design language standard
41

51 Page paper

What is Design ?
A design is
a suggested solution
to the problem specified
by the design requirements.
It might not turn out to be valid, or as
eﬃcient as alternative solutions.

A perfect valid design specification would
deliver all value requirement levels within
their deadlines
While not exceeding any resource budgets
And not exceeding any other specified
constraints

PERFECT DESIGN
Cost extent

PERFECT DESIGN
Value Impact
Cost

The Design costs
Do not exceed
Resource constraint,
Budgets

Function

The design impacts
Values
So that all Goal
levels are reached

‘Design’ basic concept synonyms:
Architecture, Technology, Means,
Solutions, Strategies
42

Req

Management has these leadership and organizational roles:
with DESIGN
•Identify necessary value and cost ambition levels (requirements)
•Get these ambitions translated into specific actions (design)
•Make sure the designs are brought to life, to deliver the values (results)

•Make sure we see the big picture
•(all critical values, all critical stakeholders, all critical resources, all available design options)
• is dealt with.
• Avoid sub-optimization. (do Systems thinking)
Without these management roles being done well,
stuﬀ will happen,
or stay as it is:
but it will not be competitive, improved,
and sooner or later, there will be a need for better management.

43

So what are the conditions that need, perhaps demand, a formal design process?
Maybe an engineering approach.
•Large size (many people involved)
•Long duration (months, years)
•High capital costs
•Potentially high operational and maintenance costs
•Many stakeholders
•International scope
•Political pressure
•Responsibility, legal, financial, political
•Complexity (many related systems together)
•New technology (you have not used it, few or none have)
•Very high quality requirements (safety, security, availability,
usability)

•And many other factors

Craft
Engineering

https://www.projecttimes.com/articles/introducing-the-new-project-complexity-model-part-i.htm
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Pseudo Design- Pseudo Architecture
“Calling something by a name does not make it so”
(Gerry Weinberg)
Many IT Architecture processes do spout designs, architecture, and
strategies, but they lack:

+ Design

•Any serious stakeholder analysis (they do ‘users’)
•Any serious clear and quantified specification of value requirements
(including quality requirements), and constraints (including time,
money, operational costs, and legality).

•Any serious numeric analysis, of any design suggested; in terms of
its impacts, on any of the many values or costs.

•They often have no sense of the larger system, and live in a narrow
domain. (like ‘dev’, ‘programming’)

I find it mind-boggling that I see large expensive projects, with these
enterprise architects, who have no concern for critical values and
costs.
They do not even feel ashamed or embarrassed.
Of course the root problem is that managers permit these dangerous
beasts to exist, and to determine values-and-costs results, blindly.
We have a very high project failure rate, and this is one reason.
Do not allow these practices, this witchcraft, to persist on your
watch. Take responsibility for critical values and costs.

45

Value Design Management. The right stuff.
Va l u e D e s i g n Ma n a g e m e n t . T h e R i g h t S t u f f .
So, what does a manager need to do, to manage the design process?
In simple terms:
These pre-design steps were discussed above.

•Make sure reasonably thorough stakeholder analysis is done.
•Make sure Critical ‘design’ requirements, for values and resources are
specified: as a minimum, that they are all quantified.
Now we are ready for the ‘design’ steps

•Make sure that all design options are estimated, before choice and
prioritization

•The main asserted critical design value impact is estimated
•All other critical values (the other 9 in top 10) are estimated for the
impact of the design (side-eﬀects)

•All budgeted resources impacts (time, money, operational costs) are
estimated

•All designs evaluated for all stated legal/cultural/contractural/stakeholder
constraints.

•All estimates of value and cost with respect to ± uncertainty range
•All estimates have evidence stated, and rated (credibility level)
•All designs and estimates specs are quality controlled (Spec QC)

46

One approach to this,
is to keep on asking the Tough Questions.
“So you tell me this
strategy is more secure?
Can you give me a number
for experience,

If you know everything,
then you can tell me what
you do not know?

you can cite,
of how secure it is?”
“ To what deg ree would
your design or arc hitecture
be sure to meet our
numeric Goal levels,

Reply to my 6 year
old grandson
(He ‘got’ it)

within our short deadlines
and miserly budgets?”
47

’12 Tough questions questions’ paper. http://www.gilb.com/dl24
see also 20 Tough Questions 2016, http://concepts.gilb.com/dl876

Principles for design
1. Your designs must contribute
substantially to your value objectives
at low costs: estimate and measure

Impact

the levels
2. If you try out your design ideas in small
increments, you can adjust designs, and
never fail, on a large scale.
3. All designs have at least 9 side-

Side

eﬀects on your critical values, and at
least 6 cost aspects, some very

negative; so you need to try to discover
these, as soon as you can, estimate, then
measure their delivery incrementally.

Cost

4. Your designs need to be tried out in
practice, in small increments, so if they
disappoint, you can dump them fast.

48

Policies for design: management attitude.
This should be obvious. I expect you to do this. I will ask about it,
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5. The name of the sponsoring designer/
architect/strategy sponsor will be From
Table
annotated and public.

Create

From Level: Level? To Level: Level?

rs

4. Our designers will justify their design
suggestions with numeric facts, and
evidence, and practical demonstrations.

More...

London Pollution Planning

Percentage Impact %

3. The preferred designs will be those with
‘high values’ and ‘low costs’.

# Tables

LONDON CONGESTION WRT 'AIRQUALITY' / Value Decision Tables / London Pollution Planning

Pe

2. Designs will be tested in practice, before
keeping them in place.

Canvas

-

1. Design’s impacts will be estimated before
their selection.

"

! Dashboard

Checklists for design: feel guilty if you cannot say yes!
1. Is each design idea specified in enough
detail, to enable us to understand its value
and cost ranges ?

Detailed design links

2. Are there any estimates, with evidence,
for the design values and costs.
3. Are large designs decomposed, into small
implementable increments-to-existing
systems?
Decomposed
4. Who exactly is name-responsible for the
failure of any design/architecture/strategy?
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End Part 2
Design Management

51

Part 3.
Managing quality assurance.
S o m e B a s i c Q A D e fi n i t i o n s .
Quality: How Well a function functions. Often ending in ‘-ility’
Quality Assurance (QA): any process that contributes to meeting and
maintaining quality levels, including all value levels.
The primary emphasis should be on prevention of lower qualities than
planned, not merely on detection and correction.
Typically these are organizational and technical improvement processes, so
that work processes lead to better quality.
For example QA is engineering, architecture, design, process
improvement. Avoid misuse of this term to simply mean ‘testing’ .
Quality Control (QC): checking any type of quality level, and related factors
to make sure they are OK.
Removal and correction of bad quality artifacts.
Typically QC is reviews and testing processes.

https://whyunlike.com/quality-control-vs-quality-assurance/
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Designing Your Own QA Process
The Organizational Improvement
Process.
1. Define your organizational improvement
objectives quantitatively. Improve
definition periodically

Source: Ericsson Case
Improvement ROI:
"Engineering Process Improvement Profitability"
Ambition: Order of magnitude return on investment in process
improvement.
Scale:
The average [annual OR defined time term] Return on Investment in Continuous Improvement as
a ratio of [Engineering Hours OR Money]

http://davidfrico.com

2. Find candidate organizational QA
strategies, and estimate their eﬀectiveness,
and costs.

Note: The point of having this objective is to remind us to think in terms of
real results for our process improvement effort, and to remind us to
prioritize efforts which give high ROI. Finally, to compare our results to
others. <-TsG
Record
[Shell NL, Texas Instruments , Inspections] 30:1 <- Independently
published papers TsG

3. Decompose big strategies, into smaller
implementable strategies, and try them
out in practice. Keep if good. Modify if
necessary

Past

[IBM RTP, 1995, DPP Process] 13:1 <- Robert Mays, Wash DC test
conference slides TsG
[Raytheon, 1993-5, Inspection & DPP] $7.70:1 <- RDE Report page 51
($4.48 M$0.58M) Includes detail on how calculated. PK has copy.

4. Continue this process until all your
organizational value objectives are reached.

[IBM STL, early 1990's] Average 1100% ROI (11:1) <- IBM Secrets pp32. PK
has copy. NB Conservabve esbmate. See Note IBM ROI below.
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Goal Next Year. 10:1 ROI

ERICSSON CASE: Soft ware Engineering Productivity
Ericsson of Sweden, Mobile Base Stations needed organizational
improvement, so that they could produce more product faster, for an
eager international marketplace.

These objectives (Software
Productivity ... Profitability)

This involved many simultaneous critical value improvements,
including quality and productivity. Both highly related.

were the CTO support objectives
of the higher-level corporate
objectives (Profit and survival).
The CTO objectives were themselves
supported by a set of ‘Means
Objectives’
(see ref gilb.com/dl559 for detail,
including real detailed quantification of
all these values)

See slide 25

Productivity Slides incl Ericsson

http://www.gilb.com/dl559
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Specific Strategy Options
(only the best sur vive)

We only prioritised and
implemented
strategies
with a
proven evidence-based record
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The Decision
Three specific processes
were selected based on
credible costeﬀectiveness,

Next 3 Years

and we got, in the CTO
presentation meeting,

Next 3 Years

acceptance to start
using 2 of them, the .
Quick ‘value-stream start,’ in practice
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The DPP, Defect Prevention Process
Raytheon Case (E)
DPP is simple:

•Grass-roots professionals analyze their own everyday faults
and problems

•(not analyzed by managers or consultants)
•They suggest changes to prevent the problems re-occurring
•They can try out the suggested changes, before scaling up
•The process is measured against current critical value
improvement objectives

•(qualities of product and services)
The key DPP successful idea was
delegation of power to analyze
and be creative,
delegation to the troops,
not to top management
and their consultant corporations
(who always have a big idea, that fails).
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DPP & QC, Reduced Rework by 10X
For 1,000 Soft ware Engineers

Cost of Bad Quality
Reduced
As a result of DPP&QC,
the wasted effort, ‘Cost
of Rework’,
went down 10X
In 8 years, &
By 50% in 1 year
And there are more
results …. Next slides
Raytheon Paper (2019 link)
https://figshare.com/articles/
Raytheon_Electronic_Systems_Experience_in_Software_Process
_Improvement/6582863
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Soft ware Productivity
x 2.7
(Programmers produce
more code)
‘Productivity’(lines of code).
as a result of DPP,
‘productivity’ went up
by average 2.7 X
Based on 24 projects.
(A-X)
Because much less re-work,
of their own errors.
Errors prevented
‘Lean’ (D P P)
Corporate Learning in
practice
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Project Predictability:
being ‘On Budget’

‘Predictability’.
As a result of DPP, the
ability to deliver on budget
got much better.
Why?
Reduced errors (errors
caused by bad
corporate processes).
(1,000 programmers)
Less need to clean up
bad soft-crafting
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Soft ware Bug Density, went way down
‘Product Quality’ (bug
density).
As a result of DPP the
software bug released
rate
went down
substantially.
Because: root causes of
bugs were detected (QC
and Test) and removed
from official processes
(DPP)
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QA Principles: The Henry Principles
1. A stitch in time, saves nine’. It pays oﬀ to tackle
problems upstream, easily. And to prevent bad stuﬀ,
rather than to detect it late.
2. QA improvement is very many small organizational
tweaks, which need to be incremented gradually.
The ‘big idea’ is to manage this process (like
with DPP) of a stream of incremental improvements.
3. QA is not about ‘testing’,
it is about doing things right the first time;
not just as an individual,
but because the organization makes that possible,
enables good work, for all people.
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QA Policies, for managers: your attitude
We will guide Quality Assurance tactics
by means of our top ten critical numeric value objectives.
Our definition of our quality values. ‘Values Assurance’ !
We will make good use of our grass roots professionals
to find process improvements for QA,
and to try them out initially.
We will base our QA improvement eﬀorts
on a long-term process of systematically getting better,
and measuring that we got better,
and making sure the new methods are really embedded in
the organization widely, and for the long term.
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QA Checklists: have you done this yet?
Can you trace a long-term improvement curve
towards your critical multiple
organizational quality values?
Is CTO Level management onboard with
quantification of critical project and
product objectives for quality values?
Is there long-term sustained support and
real action, to reach the goals?
Do you have a high rate of embedding the
many small organizational improvements,
like at least one a week?
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The ‘Spec-Reviewing’
QC Process
<——————- a subset of a QA Process.
Most review processes I know about are weak to
worthless.
But a few are very eﬀective, and measurably so. I am
going to focus on our best known single process
(SQC), but if you find better ones, let me know.
We call it Specification Quality Control (Spec QC).
It works well because

2005

it is simple,
it is quantitative,
and it can be as powerful as you want to make it.
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1993

https://www.gilb.com/lean-specqc
Online Training. Kai Gilb

Clarity, then Relevance
Spec QC can be used to measure any
written plans,
and is especially useful on critical
things
like requirements. (and contracts,
designs, test plans, software code,
everything)
It has two basic modes:
Checking that something is clear
Checking that something is ‘right’
The first test, ‘clear’, is a prerequisite for
checking that the clear stuﬀ
is also correct; consistent with the
facts and truth.
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Basic ‘Spec QC’
The basic SQC process is simple,
we sample a document,
and count the ‘specification defects’ (Rule
violations) we find.
This gives us a measure of pollution
(of not following our organizations own
rules).
For example if your one Rule is ‘must be
clear’, then all unclear words are counted
as ‘defects’.
If there are ‘too many’ defects; we have to do
something.
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Clear? Right?

Spec QC
Process

http://www.gilb.com/dl541
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Intel Case
Study
J. Terzakis,
"The impact of requirements on soft ware
quality across three product generations,"
2013 21st IEEE International
Requirements Engineering Conference
(RE), Rio de Janeiro, 2013, pp.
284-289.https://www.thinkmind.org/
download.php?
articleid=iccgi_2013_3_10_10012

John Terzakis

Notice the team ‘learning process’ for tech standards
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Example

Defect Density

A team in Client BIOS used SQC to reduce requirements defect
density by 98% over six cycles:

20
10
1

0.0

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

Rev 1.0

This effort had significant benefits to downstream work, including
improved productivity (233%), time to test, and customer quality
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Copyright © 2014 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.

SQC At a Glance
Initial
Review

Periodic Additional Reviews

Final
Quality
Assessment

…

0%
(Rev 0)

Specification Completeness

100%
(Rev 1)

Specification Quality Control consists of a series of short, intense
reviews that measure the defect density of a specification
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Copyright © 2014 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved

Defects/Page

Spec QC ‘measurement’
achieves the following:

100
80

80 Majors Found
(~160-240 exist!)

“Gary” at
McDonnell-Douglas

60
40

40
23

20

8
0

The team is motivated to learn the corporate
standards in practice

0

1

February

2

3

4

0
5

April

Inspections of Gary’s Designs

Bad quality specification does not ‘get approved,
and then pollute the rest of the working process’.
Intel reported 233% productivity improvement
using these methods

“We find an hour of doing Inspection is
worth ten hours of company classroom
training.”
A McDonnell-Douglas line manager
“Even if Inspection did not have all the
other measurable quality and cost benefits
which we are finding, then it would still pay
off for the training value alone.”
A McDonnellDouglas Director

(they are not fighting pollution at late costly
stages of work).
The document can be released with a 98%
reduction in defects compared with first
submission.
This is a learning degree, and it persists.
People learn and remember how to do it
right.
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The Management Responsibility for QC: No GIGO
Make sure all serious work is quality controlled
Make sure standards are defined for that type of
work, which work eﬀectively in practice (corporate
learning)
Make sure bad quality-level work does not escape to
the next process, even under pressure of time (you
will lose more time if you do allow premature escape)

None of these things will happen just because you
employ educated professionals. You the management
will have to lead and make sure it is in place.
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The beauty of this SQC method is that
The methods are free, and well-documented
The methods can be done on a small scale locally, until
you see how well they work, and decide to scale up
The methods are well-proven, and documented for
decades: you are not taking chances on somebody’s
sudden insight
The method is universal and can be applied to any
written specification, management, IT, engineering,
legal, civil service.
The SQC methods are quite inexpensive, an hour or two
for a team of 2 people to sample, even a very large
document.
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Example of simple basic clarity
Standard for requirements,
as adopted by Intel

QC Principles: if you do X you get Y
1. MEASURE: If you measure work
quality, you might get quality work.
2. STANDARDS: If you measure
specification quality against
standards, you might achieve those
standards in practice.
3. TAILOR: SQC can check anything
you actually put in your standards,
clarity and correctness, for example
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QC Policies: Management Attitude
1. MEET STANDARDS: All written work
will be at least checked by sampling,
against our standards
2. AVOID GIGO: High-density defects will
not be allowed to exit. to next process
3. STITCH IN TIME: QC at early stages of
planning, will be preferred over late
testing of final product; because it is
about 10X more cost-eﬀective.
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Personal learning, of how to
‘Do it right first time’.
Preventing future defects

QC Checklist: ask yourself
1. REALLY-USEFUL, USED, RULES?: Do you
actually have a useful set of Rules for
specifications, that people have to use in practice?
2. COURAGE TO SAY NO: Do you actually reject
bad-quality work, based on Spec QC defect levels?
3. A STITCH IN TIME SAVES NINE (9.3!): Have
you figured out the economics of having various
densities of defects in specifications, when they
are released?

The Case: my client collected estimates for over 2,000
SQC defects, for probable future costs, if not caught early.
The median future cost was 9.3 times more than catching defects at SQC time
Versus test or field. NOTE, THE CEO was actively behind success here.
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End Part 3
QA QC
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Part 4.
Managing ‘value delivery’
The Process of Making It Happen
for Real.
PREREQUISITES: The stakeholder critical
requirements, the design, the design decomposition
to small delivery steps, the Quality Assurance, is
done. Develop or procure your design.

Fix or For ward
Measure
Impact

DELIVER AND STUDY: The next step to manage is
to integrate the design step into the existing system
(‘deliver’), and see how it works in practice.
FIX IS NECESSARY: Adjusting step design if
necessary.
MANAGEMENT ROLE: What is the role of
management at this stage?
Make sure these things really get done properly!
Do you make sure Values are measured at each
delivery cycle, and relevant action is taken?
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Here are the prerequisites for

MANAGING VALUE DELIVERY
management makes sure this set of things is in place
•One or more (parallel implementation is a

possibility) small steps are selected, based on

•Value-to-cost is good, and risks are low
•The step has priority, to help reach a Tolerable
value level, then later the success ‘Goal’ levels.

•The step is decomposed to be small (one week,
or 2% maximum of total resource budgets)

•If step is successful, we can scale up
•(example more cities or countries),
• and we can have plans to do so.
•If not successful, as measured by value-level
delivery,

•a suitable specialist designer is ready to analyze
root cause,

•and suggest a new improved design to try out
quite soon (Quinnan, IBM, Cleanroom)

•(Dynamic Design to Requirements, to Value)
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Source: Quinnan, IBM SJ, page 471
http://trace.tennessee.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1004&context=utk_harlan

Think: Fighting Covid-19 Virus by data collection
IBM ‘Cleanroom’
Cost Management
Process
IBM FSD had a very advanced
detailed collection
of historical data from previous
projects.
Published in IBM SJ, Walston and
Felix
About 20 pages of data per
project were collected

Agile Value and Cost
Management
Continuously
With
Iterative
Redesign

Fix or For ward

“ensuring that the design
is cost effective”

Measure
Impact
Source: Quinnan, IBM SJ, page 471
http://trace.tennessee.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1004&context=utk_harlan
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Management opportunity: systematically collect
lots of data and process parameters about all
projects, as basis for future estimation

Here is management action after the value delivery step.
For a self-managing team! But a CTO needs to put this in place (Trond J. Did!)
•Publish the value increment results, in
relation to requirement levels

• (“Security level is now 85% of the distance to
the Goal for next month”).

• Motivate and celebrate with numbers.

•Check that one-or-more steps are ready,
by now, for delivery on the next delivery
cycle.

• At least a specific idea,
•even though the team might make a final
decision at beginning of next cycle.

•You might well have several parallel
teams,

• so keep an eye on them all,
•and make sure they get help when necessary.
•Like when they fail at one increment, to get
hoped-for results.

(Confirmit) 4 parallel teams delivering values independently
Notice 75% of time used (9 of 12 weeks).
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Notice the left side color-codes. Red means high priority to do better.
Source http://concepts.gilb.com/dl33

Trond Johansen

Value Delivery
Principles
You do not not need to
micromanage,
if your teams can
manage
themselves,
when they have
quantified values,
and quick
measurement
and quick feedback
cycles.
If you measure valuedelivery in small
increments,
you can also see a
need to correct bad
designs
immediately,
you scale them up.
(Dynamic
Design to
Requirement
s).
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4 x 4 person teams
Self managing

Value Delivery Policies
A Self-managing Team policy

We will measure value-delivery
levels, in small increments,
and allow our delivery teams
to manage the resulting

Technical Debt

‘action’ themselves.
Management will not intervene,
as long as Value increments
are reasonable,
in relation to time used,
towards release deadlines.
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This value delivery cycle
was based on Evo at Hewlett Packard
And was extended with right 2 columns
CTO and QA by Confirmit

Delivery Process: Checklist
(some ideas to improve projects)
Have you quantified the value requirements
so that your teams can self-manage,
step by step?
Have you made sure that incremental
measurement of value delivery is
planned, practiced and practical (economic,
credible).
Maybe even measured independently of the
implementation team? (Microsoft did it for
Confirmit on Usability)
Have you considered setting up two-or-more
parallel value-delivery teams,
so that there is a sense of friendly
competition,
when the incremental results are published?

At the Confirmit end
of the first 12 weekly cycles of using Evo,
25 Product qualities were improved,
So much as to destroy competitors
Here are there top 5 improvements.
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Way beyond wildest expectations

Part 5.
Managing suppliers and Contracts
Ma n a g i n g S u p p l i e r s a n d Va l u e
D e l i ve r y.
Your suppliers do not know about and do not care about
your success or failure, in delivering Values, or in any
sense.
They are quite happy to take your money, until you fail, or
are bankrupt.
An analysis of the huge quantity of failed IT projects
reported in the internet is clear about this point.
Or, did you even hear of a supplier who is reported to
have
returned all payments, after a clearly failed project?
Never. Why should they. It is your fault!

It is management’s responsibility to make
suppliers care about their customer’s
success and failure.
But do you? Do you know how?
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Why is ‘Value Contracting’ a problem?
Why should you allow payment with no corresponding value for your company?
•Managers do not know how to articulate their values
quantitatively

•There is little to no culture or tradition to putting those values
into contracts.

•People do not seem to know how to measure their quantified
values as they are delivered

•People (the professionals involved, their managers) have the
misunderstanding that, the technology, and the strategies
needed, are the ‘real’ value drivers. Wrong!

•That is, ‘if we only build this new technology, then the values we

want will automatically and guaranteed, be delivered’. Latest fads,
‘digitization’, ‘AI’.

Figure 5 (Contract Framework).

•People do not understand how to decompose their strategies and
technologies into small deliverable value increments.

Source: Flexiblecontracts.com

•They understand some forms of decomposition, like bill of
materials decomposition.

•But they have no training or theory in decomposition into value
delivery increments.
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Here is the management job.
To get Value-for-Money, ‘No Cure-No Pay’ contracts
• Write your contract so that there is a relationship between
measured value delivered, and supplier payment

•It does not have to be pure-pay-for-value, but it should be
enough to focus your supplier’s attention on your value
objectives.

•Payment should be incremental, as value objectives head
towards your Goal levels.

•But whether is it weekly, monthly or quarterly are
options.

•If you cannot deliver value with a given supplier, then
maybe a change of supplier is called for.

•Make sure the contract allows you to terminate a contract
at any increment.

•It is possible to have more than one parallel supplier,
delivering values.

•This motivates the suppliers, a healthy competition.

Figure 5 Contract Framework. Source: flexiblecontracts.com
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Specifying your critical Values for a supplier
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Part 6.
Managing Risks
Figure 6 (Resource and Value)

Risk: a risk is something that can
go wrong.

the two areas of risk concern:
bad quality and high costs.

An opportunity is by contrast,
something that can ‘go right’, get
better.

Resource Scale

Functions

Value Scale

The term ‘Critical’, by definition, is

Risk Dimensions: The risk
dimensions are all critical values,
and all critical resource
limitations.

a value or cost area,
which can become negative,
to the potential extreme
of total system failure, as a result.
No matter how good
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all other values and costs are.

Managing Risk:
the managers responsibility for the Value aspects , especially.
Everything discussed thus far
is somehow a part
of what managers can do
to manage value risks.

“Risk comes from
not knowing what you're doing”

At the same time there is some element of risk
in every idea,
every requirement,

― Warren Buffett (1930- )

every design,
every estimate,
every measurement,
every prioritization.
Risk is pervasive.
Maybe so pervasive, that we do not notice it sometimes.
That’s life.
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Case: Ericssons Decentralized Risk Management Policy
Our wonderful client Ericsson of Sweden, mentioned in Productivity case
above, had a wonderful and insightful risk policy.
They said that, I paraphrase it here,

‘risk is the job of every engineer, at all times’
The responsibility of management is therefore
to make sure that the professional staﬀ,

Risk management is integrated with the business
and its operational processes
and is a part of the Ericsson Group Management
system
to ensure accountability, effectiveness, efficiency,
business continuity and compliance with corporate
governance,
legal and other requirements.
the Board of Directors is also actively engaged in
the company’s risk management.” [Ericsson
Management Policy]

those who encounter risks and can do something about them;
including engineers, IT specialists, lawyers and not least
managers,
are trained, updated, tooled, motivated, rewarded
for dealing with risks in a responsible way.
Even under pressure for delivery times, sales, cost cutting, conventional
thinking, and other pressures, which are there, even in the best of
organizations.
Notice what Ericsson is saying. There is no ‘special risk analysis process’ as
such. There is no risk department, director or specialized entity. Everybody,
all the time, in every little detail deals with risks: because that is where big
critical risks can occur and hide. Everywhere, all the time.
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‘Every little planning detail’ is a risk
I had a little classroom game I played at Ericsson.
I would put on the screen a detailed requirement, which was our
subject matter.
I would ask them to tell me which details they thought
were related to risk management.
They would suggest something obvious, at first, like the Wish
level.
If that were not good enough, they reasoned, the entire
project risks wasting its time, on the wrong requirement
level, and worse;
not actually achieving the correct intended requirement
level.
Maybe the whole project would fail, based on that detail
alone.
Good start to answers.
Then I would ask if they could see any other details related to
risk,
and to make a long iterative story shorter,
I did not give up until absolutely every line, and every detail
in every line
(like ‘Security Results = ...’ in the Wish statement).
Try it yourself: any parameter (Ambition, Scale,
Status, Stakeholders,...) any detail (Chief Security
Oﬃcer)
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‘Risk discussion’ at meetings
Another way for a manager to keep reminding people that
the ‘devil is in the details’,
is to ask questions at meetings.
Show interest, and explain
(from your experience of problems)
what could go wrong,
and why a particular risk is worth paying attention to.
“are there any other critical stakeholders, we might have
forgotten?”
“Are there other Security Attack types we might consider,
however improbable?”
“If I extended the deadline by 1 working day, could you do a
much better quality job of documenting risks, in this?”
“Which risks are we failing to document here, perhaps
because they are documented elsewhere?”
“We missed listing EU Laws as a stakeholder on the last
project, and they threatened us with 10 million fine and
exclusion from the EU market”
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Principles for Managing Risk
(= smart high-leverage ideas)
1. INDIRECT RISK MANAGEMENT: You can never cover all risks
directly, there are too many and too many unknowns, but you
can cover risks indirectly and generally, with things like insurance,
mitigation, and contracting.

2. MINIMIZE DAMAGE: The point with risk management cannot
be to foresee and prevent all risks; the point is to minimize
lifecycle damage reasonably, and to try to mitigate or compensate
for catastrophic risks.
[HP] Another big user of our methods. Very good at Evo: Incremental with feedback.

3. VALUE FOR ‘RISK MANAGEMENT COSTS’: There needs to
be a reasonable balance between risk management investments in

Three approaches to delivering projects.
The Evolutionary cycle (bottom) is characterized by stakeholder feedback and change.
The others just hurry up to be late with bad quality.

your professional planning, and the possible and probable costs
of not planning for some risks.
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http://www.gilb.com/DL35,
http://www.gilb.com/DL65,
http://www.gilb.com/DL67,
http://www.gilb.com/dl825

Policies for Managing Risk
Let your professionals know you want them to be ‘fanatic about risks’
1. PERVASIVE RISK: Risk responsibility is
1. the personal responsibility of every professional employee,
2. at all times when their work ‘touches’ risk elements:
3. they must sense risk,
4. document risks,
5. mitigate risks,
6. and then mitigate the eﬀects of damages, caused by risks.

2. ENABLING: Management will ensure that
1. all training,
2. all standards,
3. all tools
4. will be constructed to help the professional staﬀ and suppliers to
deal with risks,
5. especially critical risks.

3.RISK RESPONSIBILITY: managers at all levels will motivate, enable
and show interest in risk management.
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Checklists for Managing Risk
Things you can do as a manager
1. What can you do,
1. in terms of training, and standards,

“I not only could not stifle controversy among your readers. I
welcome it.
This Administration intends to be candid about its errors;

2. to improve the practical everyday risk

for as a wise man once said:

management work?

‘An error does not become a mistake until you refuse to correct
it.’
2. Have you regularly done something

We intend to accept full responsibility for our errors;

1. to motivate your staﬀ

and we expect you to point them out when we miss them.”

2. to care about risks?

John F. Kennedy (1917-1963)

3. Have you demonstrated repeatedly to your staﬀ
1. that it is better to take more time,
2. than to take more risks, within reason.
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Part 7.

Managing priorities
Bad prioritization methods include:

Tse and Kahlon

Stages of collecting data, in order to make priority decisions

•Priority weighting, fixed in advance
•Source of weights not given, no responsibility
•Reason for weights not documented. Why?
•Weights not based on Values, and resources,
requirements

•Weights not based on remaining resources, and
remaining distance to value requirement levels.

•No consideration (or documentation of such
consideration)of the quality of underlying
facts, for the prioritization weights.

•Is the fact basis ‘wild guesses’ or ‘solid
facts’?

•Total lack of dynamics, or re-prioritization
when things change in the incremental
measures of progress, or in the outside world.

Value Planning book, Chapter 6 Prioritization
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/34llx1a7ckyagxl/AAA0pDzSxN5WmoP9lOKR0Mpca?dl=0
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Stages of collecting data, in order to make priority decisions

How Planguage Measurement Metrics Shapes System Quality

Tse and Kahlon
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If you do not prioritize intelligently, then :
These things go bad
•you cannot then expect a series of quick wins
•at the beginning of your project value delivery stream.
•Quick measurable Value improvements
•will create credibility,
•and willingness to co-operate
•on next steps from users and stakeholders.

•You might end up funding a bunch of loser ideas
•(high cost, low value),
•leading to lack of your credibility, losses of time and money.

•You might get involved in a ‘digitization’ project,
•where the new technology is the main point,
•and values are forgotten.
•These are often big scandal failures.
•There are too many of these.

•You may miss getting critical things delivered
• by critical deadlines:

• for goodness sakes,
•do the important stuﬀ early, and
• do not waste time rebuilding systems
• and functionality that in fact already exist.
•(=large costs, long time, no value, maybe ‘ever’)
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Hint: ‘It depends’ (on unknowns)
See Presenter Notes.

What is the job of the manager, regarding prioritization?
Review the above lists of bad and good
prioritization practices:
read references,
if you need a deeper understanding.

Be prepared for your current culture to have
old and ‘informal’ prioritization methods
(I did not write ‘bad’)
Take a position on what you feel is necessary and
logical
(Good practices, we hope)

Announce that your teams are going to use
“Value and Cost Based Dynamic Prioritization”

Make sure your teams are trained and equipped
(tools, templates, Rules, Checklists, Coaches)to
Covey makes a great point:
Smart prioritization and delivery of
Critical value early and
Incrementally, takes the deadline pressure off your
Organization. It gives people ‘a life’!

do so in practice.

Keep on asking questions, to make sure
people are taking this seriously.
“Show me the detailed basis for your priority next
week”.
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Good prioritization: smarter ways to prioritise
( are quantitative, and dynamic )
Good prioritization methods are the opposite of the bad ones, above. They are built
into the planning language Planguage.
The Good Prioritization Methods

•Prioritize our critical required value levels
•First priority the survival (not-failure level) constraints (Tolerable)
•The achievement of the Goal (Success)
•Then priority for possible optional Stretch levels
•Then NO PRIORITY (no resources) for going beyond requirement levels.
•Good prioritization is based on step-by-step incremental measurement, of the

degree to which we are achieving our requirement levels. Priority is dynamic, not
‘static up front’.

•Good prioritization considers remaining budgeted resources
•It will prioritize designs using mainly the resources, that we still have enough of.
•And will not choose, or at least will avoid, designs requiring resources we have
‘too little left’.

•Good prioritization will consider the quality of the many facts we use, to reason
about priority, such as;

•Which stakeholders are interested, and why, and consequences
•Which assumptions, issues unresolved, known risks are involved
All of this is good common sense. All of this is already baked into the methods we
refer to.
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Figure 6 (Values Costs Uncertainties) This bar chart is generated from
estimations of the sum of all critical values, and the sum of all critical
costs, along with a notion of ‘worst potential case’ levels: the lower part
of the I bar for values, upper part for costs. It gives a logical basis for
prioritizing one of the 4 strategies. I would give priority to ‘Product
Design’ because it seems to give a lot of overall value delivery, worst
case, at low overall costs. Source Geoff Cooper, Startup Plan, on my
BCS course London.

Prioritization Principles
(do not oversimplify priority)
“As to methods, there may be a
million and then some,
but principles are few.
The person who grasps principles
can successfully select their own
methods”.

1.INFORMED PRIORITIZATION:
Deciding what to do next, needs to be done, when
‘more cards’ are on the table. More recent facts.
When we know what really happened, at the latest
increments of value delivery.
2. MANY FACTORS:
Intelligent prioritization needs to consider many
factors, (other values, stakeholders, resources, risks)
not the uninformed opinion of an anonymous
‘weight setter’.
3. VALUE-FIRST PRIORITIZATION:
Intelligent prioritization will be focussed
on your critical values first,
and secondarily your budgeted resources
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Harrington Emerson

Prioritization Policies
Your formally-stated ‘culture’
1. SUCCESS PRIORITIZATION:
We will prioritize,
so that we maximize our chances,
to succeed in delivering critical values,
on time.
2. FACT-BASED PRIORITIZATION:
We will prioritize incrementally,
so that we gradually have the best facts
to prioritise wisely and intelligently,
available.
3. COST-EFFECTIVE PRIORITIZATION:
We will prioritize so that we
incrementally deliver high cost-eﬀectiveness to
our organization.
4. SUPPLIER PRIORITIZATION:
We will enable our suppliers
to make priority decisions locally,
towards our values and resources.
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Prioritization Checklist
Some questions that might provoke some action
1. Have you quantified
all your critical values and resources,
so that you have a rational basis for
prioritizing incrementally?
2. Are you set up so that a Value Decision Table (or
IET)
can help you automatically calculate
your current priority?
3. Do you have a clearly-stated prioritization policy?
Like “Maximize critical values delivered”
4. Do you truly understand
what is wrong with
many conventional
‘fixed weights up front’ methods?
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This value requirement
gives a lot of information
about priority levels of the value

Part 8.
Motivating people
M o t i va t i n g Va l u e
Deliver y
Value delivery only happens
when management motivates
people
to care about value delivery
seriously
(quantified, measurable,
responsible).

‘ Tom Is Right.
We Are all Spouting Platitudes at
E a c h O t h e r,
And I Might Be t he Wors t One of
Yo u A l l .
But This Is Going To Stop
I m m e d i a t e l y.
Yo u W i l l E a c h Q u a n t i f y t h e T o p
Va l u e s T h a t Yo u A r e W o r k i n g
Towards, by End of This Week.
If They Look Good,
A n d Yo u C o n t i n u e T o D e l i v e r
Them,
Yo u W i l l S t i l l H a v e a J o b a n d a
Budget.
If Not, Guess What ’.

Motivation in practice.
Result: 15 years of profit. 2 Knighthoods
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http://www.gilb.com/dl846

Case of Running a Corporation on my Quantified Values Ideas
Once, long ago, at a 20,000 to 33,000 employee
computer company,
I managed to convince the to-be-successful
turnaround CEO, Robb,
that he needed to run the show using
quantified top-level values;
as opposed to shouting nice-sounding slogans,
as management was doing.
I helped quantify the corporate level values, like
Viability. As well as many product qualities.
The Board loved this stuﬀ, and approved it (Gilb
Methods) as one Corporate Strategy.
They had ‘never seen such clarity at a Board
meeting’, they said.
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http://www.gilb.com/dl846

Bill of Rights for Clearer Company Communication
At one stage, with this same large corporation,
I was trying to work out some standards
for Value communication amongst the
20,000-33,000 employees.
The people were highly-educated
professionals,
and they did not like being told what to
do!
So I tried ‘turning it around’ to
‘empowerment’.
I put everything in terms of the powers and
rights every employee
in fact had,
to question silly plans,
and to make better plans themselves
The CEO loved this and made it public
everywhere.
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You had have my permission to rip off my ‘Rights’ ideas. Tom@Gilb.com
http://www.gilb.com/dl846

Another Case,

UK Soft ware Corporation: the reluctant Directors
Serious ‘Motivation’ at the top

Later, in another 800 employee UK corporation, the CEO, David, decided
to do the same as Robb.
He ‘encouraged’ his direct reports to quantify their top values to
him.
He personally spent a whole day learning how to quantify and build
Scales of Measure, tutored by me and Kai. He was very good at it.

Objective set by CEO personally —>

All the directors played along, and gave lip service to this.
But half of them did nothing, and played for time,
hoping it would go away.
A few months later, David simply fired about 5 of the Directors,
who did not act on his message.
And promoted people who were really good at using our quantified
Value methods, to positions of power.
I suspected some of those who ‘left’,
were happy to go elsewhere,
and sabotage their new employer, by unclear communication.
It does demand a little bit of extra eﬀort (half a day to a day) to write clear
value goals.
But the scary part for incompetent directors is that their inability to actually
deliver their own level of value objectives will become clear, quickly.
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The Competent Have Nothing to Fear, and much to Win
Competent managers have nothing to fear.
Their ability gets documented.
Incompetent managers intuitively understand that
these clear value objectives methods will unmask them,
and they will lose their job.
Very threatening. Not even nice, really.
But the option is that
the whole company will go out of business
and nobody will have a job,
and the shares will be worthless.
At the top management level,
you can’t be nice,
or you will lose your own job
for bad Value delivery.
Don’t get me started on safe civil servants.
But I do like the way politicians get pressured by the media and electorate!
Politicians (ministers, mayors) need to learn to lead their civil servants
better.
We are a very long way from being competent, I am afraid.
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Principles for Value Motivation
Clear Goals are Key to Making it happen

1. If the value is not clear, you
cannot motivate in the right direction
2. Incompetent managers and
professionals are quite happy to
hide behind fuzzy value
statements.
3. Quantified Values motivate
suppliers, often through contracts
and payments.
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Policies For Value Motivation
Make Value Quantification and Clarity FORMAL and SUPPORTED
1. All critical values will be clear,
quantified, structured for detail, and
measurable in practice.
2. People will be trained and equipped
to quantify and measure critical values
3. Real value delivery will be rewarded,
acknowledged, credited and honored.
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Value Motivation Checklist
Would this Bill of Rights be a cultural disruption in your organisation?
How clearly do you credit individuals and especially
teams with value delivery?
Publish, talk about it, document it, award it.

Have you made it clear that managers and teams
do not deserve,
and will not be given, budget and responsibility;
if they are not working towards,
and delivering,
their critical Value set?

What would happen if you were to make use of the
Bill of Rights for Company Communication?
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Course Summary

Your guiding slogan
can be

“Quantified
Stakeholder
ValueS for Money”
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